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The fun tions of anomaly dete tion and self/non-self distin tion embodied by the Vertebrate
Immune System (IS) have been a very attra tive sour e of inspiration for the development of
innovative Arti ial Immune Systems (AIS) [5℄ applied within the ontext of anomaly dete tion [7℄. The two most popular immunologi al theories that have been used thus far for the
deployment of ee tive anomaly dete tion AIS frameworks are Negative Sele tion (NS) and Danger Theory (DT) [7℄. Despite the promising results a hieved thus far, they proved to have some
well do umented di ulties in dealing with real world problems [7℄.
More re ently, other promising immunologi al theories have been applied for the development of
new AIS anomaly dete tion frameworks. One of su h theories is the Tunable A tivation Threshold
(TAT) theory, whi h postulates that self toleran e and non-self dis rimination is produ ed by
the tunable adjustment of immune ells a tivation thresholds on some well known enzymati
levels [6, 4℄.
In the past three years we have developed a generi and ontext-independent AIS framework
based on TAT [2, 1, 3℄. This framework embodies an immunologi al metaphor between immune
ells and arti ial ounterparts, as well as the adopted model. We have also made extensive
ee tiveness tests on several problem domains, for example by pro essing data sets omprised
of real-world omputer network tra and have, for this ase, ompared the AIS performan e
with one of the most ommonly used signature-based IDS; the Snort-IDS. The promising results
obtained thus far motivated us to propose the following resear h a tivities:
1. Resear h innovative pre-pro essing methodologies for network tra that ould improve TAT
anomaly dete tion performan e.
2. Extend TAT pro essing for other appli ation domains where we have already made some
experiments with TAT, like email spam dete tion and text lassi ation.
3. Fine tune the TAT adopted model, namely (1) New ways of al ulating the signal ea h T- ell
re eives in its intera tions with the environment (i.e. network tra or email messages) and
(2) explore and evaluate several new anity metri s for the simulator.
4. Explore new methodologies for the optimization of the simulator run-time parameter set.
5. Develop TAT-AIS as a plug-in for the Snort-IDS system.
6. Take advantage of multi- ore ar hite tures by paralysing the ell simulator run-time y les.
7. Develop new strategies for the deployment of TAT embedded within an ensemble ontext
omposed by other ma hine learning approa hes, like for example SVM. We have already
tried this approa h on the free text lassi ation domain, with very promising results.
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